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APF President’s Column
Welcome to my first APF News President‟s Column. Having taken on
the role of President at the September APF Annual General Meeting it
would be remiss of me not to thank those that have the confidence in
electing me to that position. Changes to the APF Board membership always occur
when a new President is elected. Philip Levine after 6 years as a member has retired.
Thanks Philip for your service over those years including time spent as an observer
for Queensland. Glen Stafford, previously President, now becomes a Board member
as Immediate Past President. Our new Board member as vice-President is Peter
Allan from Tasmania, Welcome Peter, I am sure you will enjoy being a Director
including taking on challenges as they arise. Remaining Board members are David
Figg- Treasurer, Ian McMahon-Secretary, Darryl Fuller -Philatelic Development
Officer and Gary Brown- International Officer.
Over the past couple of months, it has been a privilege to be present to see a number
of people honoured for their service to Philately in Australia. Firstly, Glen Stafford as
retiring President presented a Service to Philately at a National Level [SPAN] Award
to Gaye and Graeme Chequer immediately following the September AGM. Later that
day at the Annual Australian Philatelic Awards dinner it was my great pleasure to
present Dr Geoffrey Kellow with his Fellow of Australian Philately [FAP] award.
Geoff now has the unique distinction of being a recipient of the APF Research [APR]
Award, Member of Australian Philately [MAP] award and now a FAP. Well done
Geoff, you have scored the Trifecta.
The presentation of awards continued at the Adelaide Stampex exhibition where Kim
and Kevin Dwyer received their SPAN award and Gordon Monk his APR award.
Early next year I will be in Tasmania to present our remaining 2017 awardee Hugh
Freeman with his APR award.
It is always an added pleasure to see the delight on the faces of our award recipients
when receiving their awards and to listen to their comments about how humbled they
are to have been recognised and how unexpected their award has been.
Part of my aim as President is to continue to hold our quarterly executive meetings in
various cities across Australia, hopefully at least one meeting in each of the State
Capitals over the next two years. This has the benefit of involving „locals‟ to come
along as observers as well as our Project Officers and Commission Delegates the opportunity to have personal contact with the Board members.
I will be keen to continue meeting with Australia Post Philatelic people on a regular
basis. I see this is very important as without their support the running of national
exhibitions would be all the poorer and major International exhibitions such as Melbourne
2013 and 2017 simply would not have happened. Behind the scenes the support that
AP gives to organised philately is not always apparent to the public.
I am sure you will enjoy reading this edition of APF News and the articles that the
editor Gary Brown has put together for your interest.
John Moore, President
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The FIP will host presidential elections at the 2018 Congress
The Fédération Internationale de Philatélie
(FIP) was founded on 18 June 1926 and is the
world federation for philately.
The primary aims of the FIP are:
To promote stamp collecting and philately.
To maintain friendly relations and friendship
among all peoples.
To establish and maintain close relations with
the philatelic trade and postal administrations.
To promote philatelic exhibitions by granting
Patronage and Auspices.
The FIP is run by a Board of Directors with a President, three Vice-Presidents
and three Directors. Since 2010, Mr Tay Peng Hian of Singapore has held the position
of FIP President. President Tay has now served two full terms as FIP President
and is not eligible for re-election at the next FIP Congress, to be held in late 2018.
Australian philatelist and current Vice President of FIP, Mr Bernie Beston,
has announced that he will be standing as a candidate for President of FIP
at the next FIP Congress. Mr Tay announced Mr Beston's candidacy during
the World Stamp Exhibition held in Bandung, Indonesia in August 2017.
Mr Beston is a retired barrister and solicitor, married with two adult daughters.
He is also a former President of the Australian Philatelic Federation and
past Vice President of the Federation of Inter-Asian Philately (FIAP).
Mr Beston was elected as an FIP Director during the Lisbon Congress in
2010. At the Korean Congress in Seoul August 2014, he was elected to FIP
Vice President. Until 2016, he was an FIP Director with responsibilities for
Postal Stationery, Maximaphily, Jury Apprentices, Seminars and Education.
He currently has responsibility for Postal History, Astrophilately, Jury Apprentices,
Seminars and Education, plus Legal Matters and Regulations.
Mr Beston exhibits regularly and widely, both nationally and internationally.
He became an FIP Juror in Madrid in 1984 and is qualified in the Maximaphily,
Thematics and Postal Stationery Classes. For many years he was Consultant
in Marketing and Philatelic advice to various Postal Administrations, and
the Universal Postal Union.
Mr. Beston's candidacy is endorsed by both the FIAP and the Australian
Philatelic Federation. Please ask your federation to support and vote for
Bernie Beston of Australia.
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New APF National Exhibition Medal
During 2016/17 the Australian Philatelic Federation launched a competition for a new design
for the front of its national exhibition medal. The previous medal front (showing the stylised
Lyre Bird) had been in place for ten years and had served many Full and Half National exhibitions
plus the Australasian Challenge and One Frame National exhibitions. Many exhibitors were
keen to see a fresh, new design when the current stock of old medals ran out.
The APF Executive decided that only the front of the medal would be changed. The
reverse of the new medal would retain the current design of two sprigs of wattle. Also,
the medal level insert (featuring the Kangaroo and Map stamp design of 1913) for the
reverse would remain unchanged.
The design brief for the front of the medal was to come up with an innovative design,
taking into account the following parameters:
The design must represent Australia in some way;
The design must include the words “Australian Philatelic Federation”;
The design must fit within a round medal; and
The design must be easily reproducible.
Following the launch of the competition a number of designs were submitted, many of
which featured Australian flora and fauna, particularly the kangaroo. The APF Executive
selected as the winner a design containing a koala on a eucalyptus branch.
The koala design was sent to Cash’s, who manufactures the APF medals, to produce a
final artwork and consequently a new die. The final design for the front and reverse of
the medals is shown below.
Thanks are extended to all who participated in the competition.
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An example of nineteenth century communications
between town-based retail stores and the hawkers
travelling on their circuits.
Dirk HR Spennemann
Institute for Land, Water and Society; Charles Sturt University; PO Box 789;
Albury NSW 2640 e-mail dspennemann@csu.edu.au
The development of the motorcar, and its wide-spread acceptance after World War II
changed the nature and speed of communications between the outlying rural farms
and the rural service centres that supported them. Today visits to the local town are a
weekly, or more frequent, occurrence, which means that a farmer‟s needs can be met
almost as soon as they arise. During the nineteenth century, however, this was a very
different affair. Given the travel times involved visits to towns could be as infrequent
as every quarter or even only every six months. Farmers were, on the whole, selfsufficient, and those needs that developed in the meantime and could not be met by self-help,
were served by travelling hawkers.
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century a sizeable number of hawkers
of Punjabi and Lebanese origin serviced the outlying farms. They travelled on semi-fixed
circuits (Gonzalez, Spennemann, & Allan, 2017), either on foot, or more commonly,
with small wagons that were virtual travelling emporia. These wagons stocked items
such as “drapery, men's and women's clothing, shirts, flannels, socks, hats, cutlery,
and shaving utensils, soaps, scents, mirrors, watches, purses, patent medicines,
musical instruments, boots and shoes, pipes, etc.” (McMahon, 1914). There are numerous
accounts that note that farmers, their wives, station hands and others would request,
or in effect pre-order goods that would be carried by the hawker on his next round for
confirmed or potential purchase.
This research forms part of a wider, systematic examination of the various manifestations
of the presence of Lebanese and Punjabi hawkers in Australia, with special emphasis
on the southern part of the Murray-Darling Basin in south–eastern Australia (see for
ex. Spennemann, 2017b; Spennemann, 2017c, 2017d, in press, subm.).
Correspondence of travelling hawkers with their suppliers
From a logistics point of view, any communication between a hawker travelling on his circuit
and the ton-based supplier could take one of the following forms: verbal communication
passed on via another hawker, or written communication via mail. The communication between
the supplier and the hawker could take the same modes, even though sending a mail item
required the supplier to be cognisant of the hawker‟s circuit and projected time table. A
third method, initiated by the supplier, or by fellow hawkers, took the form of newspaper
advertisements, appealing to the community to notify the recipient (Figure 1–4). A similar
logic applies to communications between a hawker and his family / relatives.

Figure 1. Newspaper advertisement regarding John Nader (Nader, 1894).
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Figure 2. Newspaper advertisement regarding John Nader (Anonymous, 1896).

Figure 3. Newspaper advertisement regarding Rasheed Sooma (Anonymous, 1900).

Figure 4. Newspaper advertisement regarding Devant Singh (Singh, 1929).

Actual correspondence of travelling hawkers with their suppliers is extremely
rare. The reasons for this are simple: the majority of the business archives of small
scale urban merchants, dating to the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth century,
have long since disappeared and only extremely few found their way into the public
hand. The majority of the travelling hawkers‟ business records were kept in their
heads or were discarded after death, unless they were required in probate cases
(see example in Spennemann, subm.). But even in these cases, the surviving data are
limited to lists of debts owed or incurred and do not include original correspondence.
Private correspondence is even more rare. Private letters would have been read and
kept or destroyed. If and where such mail came into the hands of a stamp collector,
the bulk of the letters would have been cannibalised for the stamps. Even when
covers were kept as entires, for example because of the stamps or the cancellations,
the letter content would in most circumstances have been discarded. This obviously
does not apply to items of postal stationery, such as post- or letter cards.
Thus any communication from a hawker on circuit to his supplier or family is a rare
and historically valuable eye-witness document.
A letter card written in Arabic script In October 2017 one item of such business
correspondence, a New South Wales1½d letter card (Higgins & Gage NSW Type
A5)”, was offered for sale on eBay Australia by a seller specialising in philatelic
items. According to the seller, the card was acquired as part of a bulk lot from an
Adelaide dealer, who himself had acquired them at a stamp show in Mildura (Ballis,
2017). A more detailed provenance could not be illuminated.
The letter card was postmarked on 12 October 1900 from Albury, NSW and was received in Melbourne (Victoria) the following day. It is addressed to “J Abi Khair | 180
Russell St | Melbourne” but does not provide any information about the sender (Figure
5). The card carries a pencilled number „7‟ in the top left corner, which may indicate that
this is the seventh in a series of message cards.
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The interior of the card contains fifteen lines of Arabic text, written in pencil, as well
as the address “Mrs J Nadir | Coonamble” written in ink. This address was written by
a different hand (and with different ink and nib) than the address on the card itself.
Many hawkers were not only illiterate in English, which is understandable given that
many were not fluent in spoken English either (Rhook, 2014), but were often also
illiterate or only semi-literate in their own language. The lettercard described below
is an example for this.
The lettercard is addressed to Joseph Abi Khair, a Melbourne-based trader in
„European and foreign merchandise, consisting of jewellery, fancy goods, cutlery,
hosiery, haberdashery, combs, brushes, mouth organs, toys &c‟ (Abikhair, 1902; see
compilation of advertisments in Spennemann, 2017a). The contents of the letter are
of a private nature, where the writer, an „Ibrahim,‟ gives some advice to his cousin‟s
daughter Wardha about her marriage and comments on his own inability to obtain
better accommodation. It concludes with extended greetings to his relatives. Even
though the name „Mrs J Nadir, Coonamble‟ (the wife of the Albury-based hawker
John Nadir) appears written on the card, there is no indication that the letter was written
there. In fact, the alignment of the Arabic text certainly shows that the ink inscription had
been written before the rest of the text that was written in pencil.
Intriguingly, from a philatelic point of view, the letter is dated 13 January 1900, but
was not posted until nine months later, on 12 October. If the sender was on a
hawking circuit, it is unclear why this lettercard was not posted earlier and why he
waited until he had returned to Albury to post it. Given the density of post offices in
the Riverina district of NSW, there would have been ample opportunities.
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Request for Crowd-Sourced Support
So far, this is the only such card known to be in existence. This is, in all probability,
both an artefact of research, as other such cards, written by Lebanese or by Punjabi
hawkers, i) may exist undetected among files held by various state archives; and ii)
are likely to exist in private hand, held by a philatelist.
Collectively the large number of philatelists constitutes a unique source of research
data. It is hoped that this article will pique the interest of collectors. The author would
appreciate to hear from anyone who holds examples of similar correspondence
between Lebanese or Punjabi hawkers and their families and their business
partners. Your participation will value-add to and further the research into a highly
marginalised group of people.
Acknowledgements
I am much indebted to Rawan Elhage
(Albury, NSW) and Ahlam Abou
Hamdan (Swaida, Syria) for the
transcription and translation of the
letter card. I am also indebted to
Deanna Duffy (Spatial Analysis
Network, Charles Sturt University)
for the creation of the location map
that accompanies this paper.
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Previously, the author had much success with similar crowd sourcing among
the philatelic community. When trying to make sense of apparent delays in
administrative decision making in Micronesia during the German colonial
period (1885–1914), it was necessary to reconstruct the actual mail run times
between Micronesia and Germany. Calls were issued for collectors of German
colonial philately to share the cancellation dates (sending office and receiving
office) as shown on the entires and postal stationery in their collections
(Spennemann, 2003). The enthusiastic response of the philatelic community
enabled the author to compare the theoretical mail steamer run times (per
time tables) with the actual times taken by posted letters and cards and develop a correction factor (Spennemann, 2005). That paper was published in an
open-access journal, which ensured that the resulting findings could be fed
back to the philatelic community.
Spennemann, D.H.R. (2003). Mail Run Times between Micronesia and Germany: Request for Assistance. Vorläufer(131), 34.
Spennemann, D.H.R. (2005). Time Table & Brief History of Service of the
Jaluit Gesellschaft Mail Steamer Germania 1904–1914: A Contribution to the
Communications History of Micronesia. Micronesian Journal for the Humanities and Social Sciences, 4(2), 158–175.
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POSTAL STATIONERY SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA AEROGRAMME
CHALLENGE AND NATIONAL POSTAL STATIONERY CLASS
The next national postal stationery competition,
including the Postal Stationery Society of Australia
(PSSA) Aerogramme competition, will take place
at 2018 Newcastle Stamp & Coin Expo to be held
in Newcastle on 25-27 May 2018.

PSSA is sponsoring an Aerogramme
Competition at the Exhibition.
Aerogrammes (including airletters)
were an important innovation in stationery
that came to prominence during World War II as light weight stationery to be carried by
air, especially important to help
maintain contact between people
serving in the military and their family
and friends back home. Their popularity
continued after the war as they were
usually carried at a lower rate than
the air mail letter rate.
Despite being an important and, at
the time, an innovative form of
postal stationery, aerogrammes have been neglected by many stationery collectors.
The Aerogramme Competition
seeks to encourage collectors to exhibit
aerogrammes and follows on from the
successful one-frame aerogramme
competition at Norpex 2015. The
PSSA will provide a prize to the
Newcastle Committee to be awarded
to the best aerogramme exhibit at the
Exhibition.
Entries for the Exhibition close on
28 February 2018 and entry forms
can be found at
http://
newcastlephilatelicsociety.org.au/2018newcastle-stamp-and-coin-expo/ .
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My Favourite Cover
By Andrew Fischer, South Africa
(Originally published in South African Philatelist, October 2017)

Introduction.
While attending the FIAP exhibition in Melbourne during March 2017, I was alerted
to a postal history item from Portuguese East Africa that was coming up for sale at
an Australian Auction. Needless to say, my interest was piqued, and in due course
the cover made its way into my collection.
On the face of it , there is nothing remarkable about this cover, except perhaps for the
uncommon Antipodean destination.
The cover was posted in Lourenço
Marques on 7 September 1942
and addressed to Australia using
a fairly common stamp to pay the
1E75 foreign rate. The cover travelled
by steamer to Durban and was
censored and resealed with censor
tape,
and
then
again by ship across
the Indian Ocean to
Australia. Upon arrival
in Australia the
cover was censored
again, and resealed
with censor tape.
However when one
looks at the reverse
of the cover, a veritable
mystery emerges.
The return address, given by the sender of the cover is “Shanghai China”. The obvious
question arises: How did a resident of Shanghai China come to post a letter in Portuguese
East Africa to an address in Australia during the middle of the WWII.
Exchange of Civilian Internees during World War II
World War II was the first “total” war, directly affecting not only combatants of the
warring nations, but also non-combatants of both hostile and neutral nations. In addition,
many civilians of combatant nations were interned after being caught on the wrong
side of the front at the outbreak of the War. This was especially true in the case of
Japan on the one hand, and the United States, England and the Commonwealth Nations
on the other, due to the abrupt outbreak of hostilities in the Far East after Japan‟s
surprise attacks on Pearl Harbour and the European Colonies in the Far East.
Within a week of the commencement of hostilities the United States and Japan began
negotiating to exchange civilian internees. Through their intermediaries, Spain for
Japan and Switzerland for the United States, an exchange was agreed.
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The first exchange of civilians took place in Lourenço Marques during July 1942.
Lourenço Marques was selected as it was a colony of Portugal, a neutral nation, and
the closest neutral port to both sets of belligerents. The MS Gripsholm, a Swedish
ship contracted to the United States government, carried approximately 1500 Japanese
passengers from the United States and Brasil to Lourenço Marques arriving on 20
July. On 22 July, two Japanese ships - the Asama Maru and the Conte Verde, an Italian
liner contracted by the Japanese, delivered 1554 Allied civilians to Lourenço
Marques. The exchange of internees took place the following day.
The Exchange of Australian and Japanese Civilians
The first exchange of civilians between Japan and Great Britain and the Dominions
was agreed in July 1942, following a Swiss proposal to both sides in February 1942.
The agreement encompassed to sets of exchanges, all of which were to take place at
Lourenço Marques. The first exchange took place on August 31, and involved the
British diplomatic staff of Japan.
On 6 September 1942, the second [and what proved to be the final] exchange of British
civilians took place. This second exchange included Australian diplomatic staff. The
Japanese liner Kamakuru Maru departed Shanghai, to Lourenço Marques on 17
august and delivered 150 internees, including seven Australian diplomatic staff from
Shanghai to Lourenço Marques. The Japanese internees from Australia, 871 in all,
were conveyed to Lourenço Marques by the SS City of Canterbury that departed Melbourne
on 16 August.
Somewhat surprisingly , no alternative arrangements were made for the Australians
to return home. The SS City of Canterbury was not scheduled to return to Australia
and instead headed for Durban on 16 September carrying 115 internees, including
the seven Australians, where it continued its service to the Royal Navy. The SS City
of Canterbury, internees in tow, made for Suez on 19 September, then onto Aden,
Basra and Bandar Abbas before finally docking in Bombay on 16 November 1942.
Here the Australians were left to find their own way home !
Conclusion.
This cover posted at Lourenço Marques on the day after arrival of the Australian internees
in the port is no coincidence. Given the manner in which in which the Japanese authorities
treated internees and prisoners of war, it is most likely that this was the first opportunity
that the writer had to communicate with her family.
To date this is the only known cover posted by an internee from the Japanese liner
Kamakuru Maru in Lourenço Marques. However as this is an area where little or no
philatelic research has been conducted, it is quite possible that more covers will now
come to light. Happy Hunting.
References
Lifeline Across the Sea: Mercy Ships of the Second World War and their Repatriation Missions
by David L Williams, The History Press 2015.
Australian War Memorial archives 54 Series: 780/2/4 - History of Prison of War and the Internees
Administration in Australia, 1946.
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APF New Products
Abandoned Stamp Design - 2017

$10

Trans Australian Railway - Adelaide Stampex 2017

$15

Women in War - Adelaide Stampex 2017

$20
Order from:
APF Store: www.apf.org.au/store/
Email: mikekov@bigpond.com
By mail to Mike Kovaleff: PO Box 506 Victor Harbor SA 5211 [08 8552 1983]
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Evolution of a Thematic Exhibit
Daryl Kibble
At Brazilia 2017 Australia received its second only FIP Large Gold medal in the Thematic
class. While this was a 30+ year journey commencing in my teenage years, most of my
competitive thematic exhibits were only put together during the period 2006-2017. I cannot
commence without first thanking some special people that made this possible. Dr
Phillip Levine personally handled almost every one of these exhibits during the past decade
to ensure they got to a Commissioner. He is a true gentleman. Joan Orr instilled in me
the discipline of the thematic class from the age of being a young adult. Sometimes tough
lessons were learnt, but that is how one learns. While John Sinfield, as the original
trail blazer and the only other FIP Large Gold medal recipient in this class from
Australia, provided the inspiration required to succeed together with some interesting
advice along the way (even before he knew my name). And thank you to the APF
executive and commission delegates, who without, we would struggle to exhibit our collections.
In 2011 VojtechJankovič of Slovakia presented a paper on the Generations of Thematic Exhibits. It is a worthwhile read and you will find it on the internet if you search for it.
It touches on the changes, trends and evolution of the Thematic exhibit over the years.
In it he correctly discusses how the current level of standard in the Thematic class is
far superior to what it was in the past.
One quote from his article: “the exhibit which won a gold medal 10-years ago
[referring to the 1990s], today defends only with difficulties a vermeil medal.” This
has been observed also in past Championship Classes, where some exhibits receiving
a mandatory LG medal would struggle to get Gold in the same open competition of
the same exhibition they are displayed in. But this speaks to different generations, so is to
be expected. It is why it is similarly difficult to compare athletes between generations, for
example. Rules change, methods change, requirements change. I remember
Betty van Tenac telling me that her entire thematic exhibit was only valued at
$20,000 when she achieved her one and only FIAP Gold medal in the 1990s. Today,
you need some individual pieces around that value to have a crack at Large Gold, with
an exhibit value of more than 10 times that as a starting point. Things surely do change.
Current “generation” thematic exhibits also need to be treated by way of a
comprehensive story to succeed. This is probably why there has been a resurgence of
interest in a subject or topical class, to focus on the subject design itself rather than
tell a story per se. I am sure that most thematic exhibitors started with a subject
based collection – I know I did.
My first ever attempt at exhibiting, which was a precursor to the exhibit in Brazil,
was one-frame back in 1988 with the Thematic Society of Australia. I had been
collecting stamps, postmarks, meters and postal stationery of a Biblical theme
through the 1980s. I never knew anything about proofs, artwork etc. I won a
Large Silver medal and Best Novice so was thrilled. The pages were not well
presented looking back at them. Terrible in fact! The use of a typewriter did not
help, long before the days word processing software became pervasive. I even
published two philatelic catalogues in the late 1980s/early 1990s on my theme, one
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of which received a Large Silver literature medal in the annual Cardinal Spellman
Literature awards in the USA.
But I was encouraged from the exhibit in 1988 and received warm and loving words
from the judges. Betty van Tenac wanted me to expand on it for a National. So, I did
this for the 1992 Brisbane national exhibition shortly after I got married, and received a
Vermeil medal over full frames with Betty the lead judge. The first time I had ever
done so many frames! The title was The Alpha and The Omega. Again, looking back,
the presentation was not very good. I had commenced using word processing software,
but even in those days it was not as good a tool as it is today.
I then thought about how I can differentiate the exhibit from other Christian religious
based exhibits and/or the typical thought processes people tend to have based on
their limited knowledge of the theme (e.g. the birth and death of Christ, which often
only comes from having watched Hollywood movies or listening to Christmas carols).
And I thought of “angels”. So, I did a one frame “storyline” exhibit at the inaugural
1995 Thematics Queensland exhibition titled To Be An Angel to test the waters.
Bernie Beston and Linda Lee were the judges. Again, I received encouragement with
the only Gold medal awarded. This time, I had added more depth of philatelic items
and some rarity. Presentation was my best to date.
I then made the decision which would influence the future – develop a storyline based
on angels that integrates with the Christian message. Back then, true storylines
were a rarity in the class. Doing this was all a new concept and idea (which goes to
innovation, not that there were points for innovation at that time anyhow). For the
next 10 years I never exhibited, but rather searched and purchased a lot of material. I
struggled to find enough material to focus on my preferred story. I ended up then diluting
the message of the story I originally want to focus on, by bringing in “angelic beings”
from other religions as well. While this provided me with a lot of early exhibiting success,
it was eventually to be my undoing and downfall.
I entered a five-frame exhibit at the 2005 Queensland State exhibition to iron out any
bugs relating to my ignorance from not being “on the scene” for many years. This
was to ready me for national exhibition. While I received a Gold medal, there was
some harsh criticism around certain aspects of the exhibit (on the basis “I should
have known better”). Well, I should have, but the main mistake I made was I copied
the approach of some Large Gold exhibits of the mid to late 1990s which by now
would also have received similar criticism. A changing of “generations”. The main
criticism was the thematic development. I copied the format of Large Gold exhibits
that showed a major portion of the exhibit with thematic text only at the top of the
page, or in one location of a page, rather than with development down and through
the page. I suffered the consequences!
Or, I failed to provide philatelic information that was available had I made the effort
(e.g. meter machines used). While the exhibit shown was superior in the material
presented and the innovation of the story, the judges made sure I finished one point
behind the highest placed exhibit! Thank you, that is what I needed.
I was now ready again for national full frame, and chose Stampex 2006 in Adelaide. The
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title of the exhibit was Angelic Beings: Our Story over five frames. Very broad in scope! I
had the material to do eight frames, but not the time to develop it due to other life commitments.
I wanted to wait until I achieved the required level at FIP before expanding. I was saddened,
as I had hoped that Betty van Tenac would see my first multi-frame attempt with the
new concept, but she had recently passed. I received a Large Gold, Best in Class, and the
inaugural Betty van Tenac Memorial price. Again, thank you!
I then placed an unchanged five-frame exhibit into the next available FIP exhibition in 2006 to
get the qualification that I need to expand to eight frames on the international scene. That
box was now ticked. I then developed a “reduced eight frames” in smaller frame sizes for Italy
2009 FEPA where the exhibit received its first full frame Gold medal. Again, I was thrilled.
The exhibit was then upgraded in a big way with new pages and material including some
key rarity. I now entered my first eight frames at national level in Sydney 2011 and again
received a Large Gold medal, Best in Class, as well as the Grand Award International. I
was again being positively reinforced that the exhibit was well on track. Next, I entered the
same unchanged eight frames into FIP at China 2011 and received FIP Gold plus Special
Prize. The reinforcement continued in a positive linear line. I now had been through five
national or international exhibitions in five years, each with a different judging team, and
the results just kept on improving combined with new material continually infused.
Then came the disaster - Australia 2013 FIP exhibition. The exhibit had again
been significantly improved from the 2011 showing. The development was
re-ordered based on advice from previous judges on how to improve it, and new
and more important material was again introduced. However, the exhibit was
stripped naked! It dropped to Large Vermeil, and worse, with two Australian
judges on the team! The title and scope had remained unchanged. I had plenty of
support from other Large Gold exhibitors at the show and thematic judges who
were not judging, who stated the exhibit was harshly treated. This especially so
when it was compared to some others that got Gold and Large Gold. I was very
disappointed, but it did not just happen to me but to some others. Talk about confusing
us exhibitors. The judging team were in effect saying that all the judges of the past
five years just got it wrong, and the continued improvement in the exhibit over
these years counted for nothing.
I attended my first ever Award ceremony expecting the usual obligatory Gold, but got
nothing. That was a disincentive for anyone wanting to attend award ceremonies, let
alone continue exhibiting! In any event, I understood what the judges were telling me,
and accepted their point of view. However, I was not in agreement with the result, as
the marking could still have provided a 90-point Gold plus get the same point across.
So now I had a decision to make. I quickly made it, and the entire exhibit was re-written
with a whole new storyline and around 50% different philatelic material infused into that
storyline. Most of this material I had already accumulated to do a different exhibit with,
so was fortunate in that regard. I renamed the exhibit to Angels of God: Our Story and
Yours and refocused the exhibit to what I had always wanted to do from the very beginning
– from a solely Christian perspective. This, in effect, is what the Australia 2013 judges
were saying – the scope was too broad impacting development.
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Thank you! I entered the next national in Canberra 2014 winning Large Gold and
Best in Show getting my first ever 94 points (with John Sinfield lead judge). John
was impressed with the massive turn around occurring so quickly. This 2014 exhibit
was also the first time I had used “larger size pages” in any form of exhibit. I chose
three pages to a row with a width of 29.5cm to fit all frames world-wide, as I found
A3 (two to a row) resulted in losing some of the thematic development as a reader (at
least to me). This was the real start of the next journey of my exhibit.
Later in 2014 I received two 93 point international Gold medals in FIP South Korea,
and Sweden in the Seven Nations Challenge. The latter was good to be involved with,
as it allowed me to get really good feedback from two respected thematic exhibitors and
judges, Jonas Hällströmand Damian Läge who judged my exhibit. This feedback saw
me adopt a new title for the exhibit, choose a different item on the Title page, and
change some of its development. The title would now be Message Behind the Angel
Story: God’s Redemption of Mankind.
I placed this revised exhibit and title into 2015 Hong Kong FIAP where it continued
to get a high scoring Gold medal. The unchanged exhibit was then used in the 2016
Stampex Australasian Challenge.
I knew what now had to be done next to go to the ultimate level. This was again
based on advice received at the 2014 Seven Nations Challenge. I had been putting
this off, as it meant re-doing a lot of pages and infusing more material. I was too lazy
for a while! I remounted again the entire exhibit 100% for BRASILIA 2017 (third
time in only three years). This time I ensured the thematic development was as perfect
as it could be. I introduced two new philatelic studies and improved the philatelic
text wherever I could, as well as upgrading material again.
For instance, I replaced the only three maximum cards I had in my exhibit with better
items. The days of using maximum cards in thematic class is all but over to do well. One
was replaced with a unique watermark essay by De La Rue in 1884 for Cape of Good Hope,
while the other was replaced with a unique 1904 hand painted essay by a De La Rue artist
for the Grenada seal of the colony used in the issued postage stamps. However, numerous
items were upgraded. To provide an overall polish, I used for the first time, colour pages using Gold and Blue colours whilst maintaining black thematic and philatelic text. While I
have always got 5 out of 5 for presentation in exhibitions over the past decade, the use of
colour provides an even more impressive look. It would not surprise me that to get 100% for
presentation will eventually require the use of colour in exhibits.
Out of interest, there is a philatelic summit being held in Greece in 2018 which includes
the use of colour for improving presentation. With the tools we now have available, it
is easy to introduce colour into our exhibits. Further, since 2014 I have been using
Adobe InDesign to do all my exhibit pages. This delivers an extremely professional
look with minimal fuss and effort.
While it has been a near 30-year journey, it has mostly been the past 10 years in which
the exhibit has been developed. Thank you to everyone who has provided encouragement,
unselfish assistance, and given their time, to enable this exhibit to achieve an FIP
Large Gold. It could not have happened on my own.
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BOOK REVIEW: THE ONE-CENT MAGENTA:INSIDE THE
QUEST TO OWN THE WORLD’S MOST VALUABLE
STAMP,BYJAMES BARRON.
Publishedby Affirm Press 28 Thistlethwaite St South Melbourne Vic 3205.
Softbound 256 pages,177 x 127 mm,2017, ISBN9781925584059,$24.99. Also available
as an e-bookISBN 9781925584073, $ 9.99.www.affirmpress.com.au.

Ian McMahon [APF Secretary]
On 17 June 2014, the only known copy of the British Guiana „1c Magenta‟ (printed in
black on magenta, SG23) issued in 1856 was sold at Sotheby‟s in New York for USD
$9,480,000, including the buyer's premium, regaining the title of the world‟s most
valuable individual stamp and extending the mystique that has accompanied this
stamp since it was first discovered.
The 1c magenta owes its existence to the non-arrival of a shipment of stamps to the distant
colony of British Guiana with the local postmaster, E Dalton, authorizing printers Joseph
Baum and William Dallas, publishers of the Official Gazette, to print an emergency issue
of 1c and 4c stamps. The stamp was prepared from type and included an image of a ship
similar to that often used by newspaper printers in shipping columns. As a safeguard
against forgery the stamp was initialed E.D.W. by the postal clerk E.D. Wight.
The 1c Magenta is one of a small number of stamps whose history has fascinated
stamp collectors and the general public for generations. A history than extends from
its discovery by a schoolboy, Louis Vernon Vaughan, in British Guiana who found the
stamp on his Uncle‟s mail, ownership by the legendary collector Philipp von Ferrary
(who assembled at the time probably the most complete worldwide collection that
ever existed and which was confiscated by the French government as a war reparation),
by Arthur Hind (an outstanding US collector said to have outbid King George V), by
Fred Small, an Australian-born engineer from Florida, by a syndicate of Pennsylvanian
investors, by John Du Pont (an heir to the Du Pont chemical company‟s fortunes who
died in prison after being convicted of murder), and the current owner, shoe designer
and businessman Stuart Weitzman.
Adding to the mystique has been the claim (discredited by expert committees) that
the 1c Magenta is actually a doctored 4c stamp, the rumour that Hind bought not
only one of the stamps, but a second stamp and then destroyed one so that he would
own the only one in the world and the discovery of a second copy which was deemed
(by expert committees) to be a fake.
At each stage, the purchase price for the stamp has increased from 6/- (the original price paid
to the British Guiana schoolboy by a local collector, N.R. McKinnon), to£120 by Thomas
Ridpath, a Liverpool stamp dealer, £150 by Ferrary, $ 32,500 by Hind, $40,000 by Small,
$286,000 by a syndicate led by Irwin Weinberg, $ 935,000 by Du Pont and $9.5 million by
Weitzman. In all the stamp has had only 8 owners (although one was a syndicate).
The recent movie, Foxcatcher, about John Du Pont and his arrest on murder charges
did not mention his ownership of the 1c Magenta but did at one point highlight his
interest in philately, through confusion over the pronunciation of „philatelist‟, both in
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the inability of a wrestler given the job of speaking about Du Pont to say the word (as
is often the case with people who are not stamp collectors) and in the unusual
(wrong?) pronunciation of the word used by the actor playing Du Pont.
All this and more are covered in James Barron‟s book, The One Cent Magenta. Given
the mystique about the stamp there has been much written about it over the years.
Nevertheless, Barron brings a refreshing narrative to the story, both by updating the
story of the stamp and through his own story-telling.
Barron writes of his own experiences in meeting with David Redden from Sotheby‟s
before the auction and with Michael Sefi the keeper of the Royal Philatelic Collection
of Queen Elizabeth II. The book has chapters covering each of the eight buyers to
which he adds historic background and anecdotes, much about many of the hobby's
great names and their personalities and in doing so brings to life another wise and well-trod
storyline. The result is a book that will be of interest to all stamp collectors
interested in the 1c Magenta, our passion for stamp collecting and the history of
our hobby.
With its owner, John Du Pont, in prison the stamp was believed to have been locked
in a bank vault out of public view. The current owner, Stuart Weitzman, has, however,
made it available for public viewing at the National Postal Museum in Washington
DC in the USA and at the world
stamp exhibition in New York in
2016. It was here that I finally
caught up with the 1c Magenta,
after a lifetime of being fascinated
by its history. As all viewers of the
stamp will agree, it is not the most
attractive of stamps, being faded
and with imperfections, but its mystique
remains.
James Barron is a reporter for the
New York Times, where his writing
has appeared in virtually every section
of the paper. He is the author of
Piano: The Making of a Steinway
Concert Grand, and The One-Cent
Magenta. He has also edited The
New York Times Book of New York.
He lives in New York City.
The publishers, Affirm Press, have
made available a copy of the book
for me to give away to a reader of
this review. If you are interested in
entering the draw please email me
on ian.mcmahon4@bigpond.com by
31 December 2017.
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BRASILIA 2017
Brasilia 2017 Specialised World Stamp Exhibition
Australian Commissioner John Moore
Brasilia 2017 which was held in Brasilia the capital
of Brazil from October 24th to 29th offered Traditional,
Postal History, Postal Stationery, Thematic Philately,
One Frame, Youth, Philatelic Literature as well as FIP Championship Classes. In all
there were approximately 2000 frames of exhibits on display.
Run separately to the World Exhibition there was a Brazilian National Exhibition
with around 400 frames of exhibits. In the absence of a catalogue for the National
Exhibition all classes seemed to be on display including some 30 to 40 frames of Picture
Postcards.
Other attractions included a selection of classic cars including early model Fords
right up to a 1972 DeLorean „gull wing‟ and a Mini Minor that had been shipped in
from England. There was an interesting range of traders present selling everything
from Orchids, Jewellery, Stamp and Coin Dealers as well as Correios the Brazilian
Post Office.
The quality of Philatelic material on display was excellent with many gems from the
Latin America area, some going back almost 500 years.
There were three Australians on the Jury – Bernard Beston, Charles Bromser and
Geoff Kellow who along with Stephanie Bromser I thank for their assistance in helping
me mount and dismount the Australian exhibits a task that largely fell to each of the
National Commissioners.
From Australia I had the privilege to be entrusted with 55 frames and one Literature
exhibit.
Gary Brown -Aden & Aden States: The Stamps Issued from 1937 to 1952 and their
Usages 88 LV
Martin Walker - South Australian Railways' Parcels Service - 1886 to 1993 83 V
John Pugsley - The Boer War 1899-1902. Prisoners of War Mail 85 LV
Glen Stafford - Nicaraguan Postal Stationery: 'The Seebeck Era' 90 G
Malcolm Groom - Tasmanian Embossed Stationery 1883 - 1912 91 G
Darryl Kibble- Message Behind the Angel Story: God‟s Redemption of Mankind 95 LG
Rodney Kantor- Northern Rhodesia's 1963 Definitive Issue 80 (1 frame)
Paul Xavier- Territory of Papua And New Guinea - 1964 Health Services Commemorative
Issue 85 (1 frame)
Rodney Kantor - Republic of Biafra - Internal and outgoing mail in a time of conflict
and shortage 82 (1 frame)
Roger Eggleton - Australia: Parcels Post Label P.P.1 85 (1 frame)
John Moore-1989-1991 Australia Sports Definitives 85 LV (Modern)
Zac Franklin - Cricket 81 V (Youth)
Ian McMahon-Postal Stationery Collector 80 V
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AUSTRALIAN ENTRANTS
CONTACT: IAN MCMAHON at ian.mcmahon4@bigpond.com
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BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS IN PAINTING
Vladimir Kachan, Belarus
Beautiful butterflies and moths have always attracted the attention of a person, giving rise
to attention, interest and even adoration of these easily fluttering creatures. In the world
there is a huge number of different types of butterflies, differing in size, shape, color. Butterflies
and moths are one of the most delightful living beings, fascinating us with their silent flight
and the beauty of the wings. Artistic images of butterflies have been used in many cultures,
including Egyptian hieroglyphs dating back to three and a half thousand years ago. The
image of butterflies is found in the works of many artists, writers and poets from around the
world. Butterflies, as one of the most beautiful creatures of nature, get a wide reflection in
painting. Artists like to draw butterflies and paint with butterflies.
Maria Sibylla Merian (1647 - 1717) was a woman of both Art and Science. Maria Sibylla Merian

was a German-born Naturalist, painter and a Botanical illustrator and is rated as being one of
the greatest ever botanical artists. She is best known for her illustrations of plants and insects
made as a result of her trips to the tropical country of Suriname on the north eastern cost of
South America. She collected and observed live insects and
created detailed drawings to illustrate insect metamorphosis.
Merian painted with watercolors and gouache. She recorded
and illustrated the life cycles of 186 insect species. Her
evidence documented the nature of metamorphosis and
contradicted contemporary ideas about how insects developed.
She also discovered unknown animals and insects in the
interior of Surinam. Her classification of butterflies and
moths is still used today. In 1983, in memory of Merian,
Fig 1.
the postal authorities of Surinam issued a series of 12
stamps (Fig 1)with the pictures of tropical butterflies depicted by Merian during her trip to South
America.
Fujishima Takeji (1867–1943) was a Japanese painter, noted

for his work in developing Romanticism and impressionism
within the yōga (Western-style) art movement in late 19thand early 20th-century Japanese painting. He painted the painting
"Butterflies" in 1916. Weightless creatures, written in oil paint,
as if hovering over the canvas, attracting the eye.

Fig 2.

Odilon Redon (1840 – 1916) was a French symbolist painter, printmaker,

draughtsman and pastellist. Redon described his work as ambiguous and
undefinable: "My drawings inspire, and are not to be defined. They place
us, as does music, in the ambiguous realm of the undetermined". He
painted the painting "Butterflies" in 1910 (Left Fig v3. stamp of Maldive Islands 2015).
Nam Gye-u (1811–1888) was Korean painter and a government officer. Nam was especially

good at depicting butterflies, so called as Nam Nabi (Butterfly Nam), his nickname.
Through his lifetime, Nam Gye-u devoted to drawing pictures of butterflies and flowers.
One of his paintings is called “Flowers and Butterflies” Fig 4.
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Fig 4.

Fig 6.

Fig 5.

Fig 7.

Salvador Domingo Felipe Jacinto Dalí i Domènech, Marquis of Dalí de Púbol (1904 – 1989),

known professionally as Salvador Dalí, was a prominent Spanish surrealist artist. Dalí
was a skilled draftsman, best known for the striking and bizarre images in his surrealist
work. His painterly skills are often attributed to the influence of Renaissance masters.
His known work, "Landscape with butterflies", was completed in 1956 (Fig 5 – FDC of
USA 2012). Instantly recognizable as one of Dali's surreal landscapes, this painting is one
of his most popular images. The butterflies themselves are colourful and attractive.
Butterflies are found in art and literature, often as symbols of freedom, transformation and
life. Van Gogh used butterflies in his works as a symbol of hope. Vincent Willem van Gogh
(1853 – 1890) was a Dutch Post-Impressionist painter who is among the most famous and
influential figures in the history of Western art. In just over a decade he created about 2,100
artworks, including around 860 oil paintings, most of them in the last two years of his life in
France. They include landscapes, still lifes, portraits and self-portraits, and are characterised
by bold colours and dramatic, impulsive and expressive brushwork that contributed to the
foundations of modern art. Butterflies is a series paintings made by Vincent van Gogh in
1889 and 1890. Van Gogh made at least four paintings of butterflies (Fig 6 – souvenir sheet
of Bhutan 1991 with painting ―Poppies and Butterflies‖ 1889) and one of a moth (Fig 7 –
stamp of Netherlands Antilles 2010 with painting ―Great Peacock Moth‖ 1889).
Max Švabinský (1873–1962) was a Czech painter, draughtsman, graphic artist, and professor in

Academy of Graphic Arts in Prague. Švabinský is considered to be one of the more notable artists in
the history of Czech painting and produced significant work during the first half of the 20th century. In
the space of sixty years, Švabinský created outstanding portraits, series of graphics, posters, bank
notes, stamps and many decorative designs. He was convinced that the greatest teacher and inspiration
was nature, which he celebrated in his drawings throughout his life. Max Švabinský fancied and
collected butterflies since the very childhood and he used them in his works afterwards (Fig 8 at
below left – picture ―Apollo on a Thistle‖ on stationery card of Czechoslovakia 1963). Series of nine
postage stamps with butterflies issued on 27 November 1961 by the Czechoslovak Ministry of
Transport and Communications was designed by the National Artist, Professor Dr. Max Svabinsky
(Fig 9 - at right ). By the occasion of the issue of
these stamps Dr. Svabinsky proclaimed: "Before I
send my butterflies out into the world I should like
to give them a mission - the hope that in everyone who
looks at them with a little interest they will
awaken a longing to turn ever more frequently
towards Nature and her beauty; for everyone who
comes to her with an understanding of her
language she offers a treasure trove of countless
new wonders and new miracles. For the riches of
Nature, the great Comforter, are indeed infinite."
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Fig 10.

Fig 12.

Fig 11.

Fig 13.

Joan Miró i Ferrà (1893 – 1983) was a Spanish painter, sculptor, and ceramicist. Earning international

acclaim, his work has been interpreted as Surrealism, a sandbox for the subconscious mind, a
re-creation of the childlike, and a manifestation of Catalan pride. He painted the painting
"Flowers and butterfly" in 1923 (Fig 10 – souvenir sheet of Turks & Caicos 2003).
Hector Hyppolite (1894–1948) was a Haitian painter. He drew his primary inspiration from Voodoo.

Hyppolite, a prolific painter, typically depicted Voodoo scenes and created between 250 and 600
paintings during the last three years of his life. He painted painting with butterflies "Desire in
different climate" (Fig 11 – stamp of Haiti 1981).
Gundi Groh was born in 1940 in Austria. Drawing and painting was her passion. The painter

Gundi Groh brought a life of imagination to life in her pictures. The artist's favorite motifs such
as flowers, butterflies, and the still life of different objects stand in a desired contrast to aestheticizing.
One of her paintings “Woman with birds, butterfly and rose” is represented on the postage stamp
(Fig 12 – stamp of United Nations 1992).
Carmen Parra (1944) is a Mexican painter. Her work was inspired in the New Spain iconography

art: angels, birds, flowers and butterflies. She learns in 1985 of the danger of disappearance
that threatens the Monarch butterfly. Carmen Parra collects them by painting them (Fig 13 –
painting ―Monarch butterfly‖ on stamp of Mexico 1994).
Suzuki Harunobu ( 1725–1770) was a Japanese designer of woodblock print artist

in the Ukiyo-e style. He was an innovator, the first to produce full-color prints
(nishiki-e) in 1765, rendering obsolete the former modes of two- and three-color
prints. Harunobu used many special techniques, and depicted a wide variety of
subjects, from classical poems to contemporary beauties. Is known his picture
“Cat, Butterfly and Begonia” (Fig 14 – stamp of Gambia 1994—at right).
Shibata Zeshin (1807 – 1891) was a Japanese painter and

lacquerer. In Japan, he is known as both too modern, a panderer
to the Westernization movement, and also an overly conservative
traditionalist. In the brand-new medium of lacquer painting, he painted traditional
subjects like birds and flowers, waterfalls and dragons, butterflies. He painted
the painting "Red Berry Plant and Butterfly" in 1885 (Fig 15 – stamp of Gambia
2001—at left).
The Sung Dynasty (960 - 1279) can be seen as the highlight in the development of

traditional Chinese painting. The main themes of Sung painting were landscape
"mountains and rivers", birds and flowers and the living nature such as bamboos,
insects, horses and other plants and animals, and figure painting. The Sung Dynasty can be regarded the golden era of Chinese painting and pottery. Hsu Ti (12th c.) was a Chinese artist and a
native of P'i-ling (Kiangsu province), a place noted for its plant-and-insect painters. One from his
paintings “White Cabbage and Insects” from the album "Collected Sung and Yuan Paintings" is quite
simple in composition, showing only a cabbage plant, a crawling locust, and a white butterfly and
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dragonfly in flight (Fig 16 – stamp of Taiwan 1974). The superb refinement of the ink and color
(creating for their detailed and naturalistic appearance) make this painting stand out. Ma Kuei
(12th c.) was a Chinese artist and a native of Ho-chung. He painted landscapes, figure paintings,
fruit and flowers, animals and birds. His light application of color was very skillful, and his paintings of birds and animals were very brilliant. Their poses, whether flying or calling, were extremely
lifelike and were not equalled by other painters. One from his paintings is “Spring Blossoms and
Colorful Butterfly” (Fig 17 – stamp of Taiwan 1975). Chinese painter Lin Chun specialized in flower
and bird subjects, including a handscroll of plants of the four seasons (photo 18 – stamp of Taiwan
1976) in the Chunxi reign, which covers the period 1174-1189. He was rewarded with a golden belt.

Fig 16

Fig 17

Fig 18

Fig 19

Fig 20

Giuseppe Castiglione (1688 – 1766) was an Italian missionary in China, where he served as an artist at the

imperial court of three emperors – the Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong emperors. He was particularly
adept at painting flowers and birds. His paintings feature flowers in all seasons and gorgeously colored.
Butterflies are depicted in his paintings “Carnations” (fig 19 – stamp of Taiwan 2016) and “Lotuses and
Arrowhead” (fig 20 - stamp of Taiwan 2017). The scenes are richly detailed and the compositions are well
balanced. These works are true masterpieces of blended Western and Chinese painting.
Sin Saimdang (1504 – 1551) was a Korean artist, writer, calligraphist, and poet. She was the mother

of the Korean Confucian scholar Yi I. Her real name was Shin In Seon. Sin Saimdang's artwork is
known for its delicate beauty; insects, flowers, butterflies, orchids, grapes, fish, and landscapes were
some of her favorite themes. Butterflies are depicted in her paintings “Eggplant” (fig 21 – miniature
sheet of Korea 1993), “Watermelon” (fig 22 – miniature sheet of Korea 1994), “Poppy” (fig 23 – miniature

Fig 21

Fig 22

Fig 23

Fig 24

sheet of Korea 1996), “Flower and Frog” (fig 24 – miniature sheet of Korea 1997).
John James Audubon (1785 – 1851) was an American ornithologist, naturalist, and painter. He

was notable for his extensive studies documenting all types of American birds and for his detailed
illustrations that depicted the birds in their natural habitats. Is known his paintings with birds
and butterfly “Black-headed Grosbeak” (fig 25 – stamp of Congo 1985), “Green heron” (Fig 26 –
stamp of Gambia 1985), “Say‟s Flycatcher” (fig 27 – stamp of Tuvalu 1985), “Seaside sparrow” (fig
28 – souvenir sheet of Cook Islands 1985).
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Alexey Gavrilovich Venetsianov (1780–1847) was a Russian painter, renowned for his paintings

devoted to peasant life and ordinary people. He painted the painting "The Reapers"

Fig 25

Fig 26

Fig 27

Fig 28

Fig 29

with butterflies in 1820 (Fig 29 – maximum card of USSR 1968).
James Abbott McNeill Whistler (1834 – 1903) was an American painter, active during the

American Gilded Age and based primarily in the United Kingdom. He was averse to sentimentality and moral allusion in painting, and was a leading proponent of the credo "art for
art's sake". Finding a parallel between painting and music, Whistler entitled many of his
paintings "arrangements", "harmonies", and "nocturnes", emphasizing the primacy of
tonal harmony. Butterflies adorn the background of his painting “Harmony in Grey and
Green: Miss Cicely Alexander” created in1873 (fig 30 right–
souvenir sheet ofDominica 2004).
Mike Brewer (American) is intrigued by the visual grandeur of the

world he sees. This fascination for tone, contrast, color, shape,
depth, pattern and texture has shaped his work as painter. In
addition to his portrait commissions, he is experimenting with
landscapes, nudes and still life. Is known his painting “Girl with butterfly” (fig 31 – entire
postal of Spain 2014 at right).
Gyoshū Hayami (1894 – 1935) was the pseudonym of Eiichi Maita a Japanese

painter of the Nihonga style. His most famous painting, Dance of the Flames
(1925) was selected for the Japanese commemorative stamp in 1979 (fig - 32 at
right). "Dance on the Flames" is a work representing one of his periods when he
pursued the subjective world of realism by studying the Intai (a Chinese court
painting school) style of painting flowers and birds upon gradually getting away
from the minute description of objective realism. This work which draws moths
gathering around the brightness of the blazing flames is evaluated as his masterpiece
which carried the world of realism to the extremity of the world of fantasy by a
thorough inquiry into the former.
Many artists often painted beautiful butterflies in their paintings as an addition to flowers, or
bouquets of flowers decorated with butterflies. Utagawa Hiroshige II (1826-1869), also known as
Shigenobu, was a Japanese woodblock print (ukiyo-e) artist. Is known his picture “Peony and
Butterfly” (fig 33 – souvenir sheet of Gambia 1989 ).
Ito Jakuchu, also called Jokin (1716 - 1800) was a Japanese painter of the mid-Tokugawa period,

who excelled in drawing flowers, fish, and birds. He was artist with always a careful and detailed
flora and fauna decorative style of painting. Is known his painting “Peonies and butterfly” (fig 34 stamp of Japan 1998).
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Sakai Hoitsu (1761 – 1828) was a Japanese painter of the Rinpa school. Hoitsu's style shows

elements of the realism of ukiyo-e, but resembles particularly the decorative style, which
Hoitsu took major steps to revive. His style used for painting was not faithful to chiaroscuro or
naturalism, but rather retook the flora and fauna decorative paintings. Executed in ink, color,

Fig 33

Fig 34

Fig 35

and gold pigments on silk, his botanical scenes
embellished with exquisite renderings of
butterflies. Is known his painting “Flowers
of the four seasons” (fig 35–stamp ofJapan 2003 ).
Katsushika Hokusai (1760 – 1849) was a

Japanese artist, ukiyo-e painter and printmaker of the Edo period. His ukiyo-e transformed the art form from a style of portraiture focused on the
courtesans and actors popular during the Edo period in Japan's cities into a much broader style of
art that focused on landscapes, plants, and animals. Is known his painting
“Butterfly and peonies” (fig 36 – stamp of Japan 1999) and painting “Cat and Butterfly” (fig 37 – stamp of Gambia 1994).
Tanaka Isson (1908 – 1977) was the pseudonym of a Japanese Nihonga painter from

the Shōwa period noted for his flower-and-bird paintings of the Amami Islands. One
of Isson's paintings (Amami Forest, palm trees, bougainvillea
and butterfly) was selected by Japan Post for a commemorative
postage stamp in 2003, commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the reversion of the Amami islands to Japanese control (fig 38 –
stampofJapan2003withpaintingofTanakaIsson).
Chen Hongshou (1598–1652), formerly romanized as Ch'en

Hung-shou, was a Chinese painter of the late Ming dynasty.
The painting “Magnolia and Erect Rock” (fig 39 – stamp of
China 2005, next page) is a representative work of Chen Hongshou in his
later life, which features neat and ingenuous strokes, talented composition
and bright colors.

Fig 38

Fig 39

Qi Baishi (1864 – 1957) was an influential Chinese painter, noted for the whimsical, often playful

style of his watercolor works. The subjects of his paintings include almost everything, commonly
animals, scenery, figures, toys, vegetables, and so on. Baishi was popular for his variety of works
ranging from plant to animal life, because of his natural style. In particular, many of his paintings
feature morning glory flowers and butterflies (fig 40 – souvenir sheet of Tanzania 2007, next page),
(fig 41 – stamp of Uganda 1996, at left).
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Gerard van Spaendonck (1746 – 1822) was a Dutch

Fig 40

painter. He painted with both oil and watercolors.
Gerard van Spaendonck contributed over fifty works
to the famous collection of botanical watercolors possessed
by French royalty. He published twenty-four plates of
Flowers Drawn from Life, which were high-quality
engravings for students of floral painting. Butterfly
adorns his picture “One hundred of rose petals” (fig 42 –
stamp ofParaguay 1974, at right).
Jacques Linard (1597–1645) was a French painter of the Baroque. He painted

still-lives. He painted the painting "Bouquet of flowers" with butterfly in 1640
(fig 43 – telegram of Germany, at right).
Ambrosius Bosschaert the Elder (18 January 1573 – 1621) was a still life

painter of the Dutch Golden Age. Bosschaert became one of the first artists to
specialize in still life painting, and he started a tradition of painting detailed
flower bouquets, which typically included tulips, roses and insects. He painted
the picture "Bouquet of Flowers on a Ledge" (fig 44 – stamp of Maldive Islands 1973) and the
picture “Flowers in vase” with butterfly (fig 45 – stamp of Monaco 1973).

Fig 44

Fig 45

Fig 46

Fig 47

Fig 48

Roelant Savery (1576 - 1639) was a Flanders-born Dutch Golden Age painter. Savery painted

multiple flower still lifes; bouquets in stone niches, sometimes with butterflies and other insects
or fallen petals and regarded as his best work. He painted the painting "A Flower" with butterflies
in 1612 (fig 46 – maximum card of Liechtenstein 2000).
Jacob van Walscapelle (1644 – 1727) was a Dutch Golden Age flower painter. He painted fruit and
flower still lifes (fig 47 - stamp of Paraguay 1970 (specimen) with painting Still life with butterfly).
Jan Davidszoon de Heem (1606 – 1684) was Dutch a still life painter. He is a major

representative of that genre in both Dutch and Flemish Baroque painting. De Heem
was one of the greatest painters of still lifes in the Netherlands, combining a brilliance
and harmony of colour along with an accurate rendering of objects: flowers, in all
their variety; European and tropical fruits; butterflies and moths. He painted the
painting "Bouquet with blue lily" in 1650 (fig 48 – stamp of GDR 1973) and the painting “Still life with fruit” with butterfly in 1652 (fig 49 – stamp of Czech Republic 2006
at right).
Jan van Os (1744 – 1808) was a Dutch painter and a member of the renowned Van Os

family of artists. Jan van Os initially painted mostly seascapes, but he gained popularity
with his still life with flowers and butterflies (fig 50 – stamp of Upper Volta 1974, at left) and
fruit, which he built an international reputation.
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Paul Theodor van Brussel (1754-1795), was a Dutch flower painter. He was first

employed in the manufacture of tapestry, but afterwards devoted his attention entirely to
nature, and became one of the best fruit and flower painters of his time. His later pictures
are his best, and are to be found in some of the richest collections. He painted the picture
"Flowers in Vase" with butterfly in 1792 (fig 51 – stamp of Upper Volta 1974, at left).
Georg Flegel (1566 – 1638) was a German painter, best known for his still life works. In a period of

about 30 years (c. 1600–1630), he produced 110 watercolor and oil pictures, mostly still life
images which often depicted tables set for meals and covered with food, flowers and the occasional animal. Is
known his painting “Still life of birds” with butterfly (fig 52 – souvenir sheet of Gambia 2003).
A modern Moldavian artist and designer Oleg Cojocari (1959) painted the painting "Bouquet
of poppies" with a butterfly in 2010 (Fig 53 – stamp of Moldova 2010).
Some artists painted butterflies in their paintings symbolically. Rudolf Hausner (1914 – 1995) was an
Austrian painter, draughtsman, printmaker and sculptor, a representative of fantastic realism. Hausner
has been described as a "psychic realist" and "the first psychoanalytical painter". He painted the painting
"Tree of love" with stylized butterfly in 1979 (photo 54 – stamp of United Nations Vienna 1989).
Alfred Leopold Isidor Kubin (1877 – 1959) was Austrian graphic artist, writer and book illustrator.

Kubin is considered an important representative of Symbolism and Expressionism. He had
a special predilection for pencil drawings, which he occasionally colored with watercolors.
Kubin integrated himself with butterflies into the picture "The 80th Birthday - the Marianneum
- 1957", it was his own 80th birthday (photo 55 – stamp of Austria 2002).
Pablo Picasso (1881 – 1973) was a Spanish painter, sculptor, printmaker, ceramicist, stage designer,

poet and playwright who spent most of his adult life in France. Exceptionally prolific throughout the
course of his long life, Picasso achieved universal renown and immense fortune for his revolutionary
artistic accomplishments, and became one of the best-known figures in 20th-century art. He
painted the painting "The butterfly catcher" in 1938 (fig 56 – stamp of St. Kitts 2003).

Fig 52

Fig 53

Fig 54

Fig 55

Fig 56

Frida Kahlo de Rivera (1907 – 1954) was a Mexican painter, who mostly

painted self-portraits. Inspired by Mexican popular culture, she employed a
naïve folk art style to explore questions of identity, postcolonialism, gender,
class, and race in Mexican society. Her paintings often had strong autobiographical elements and mixed realism with fantasy. Is known her painting
“Self-portrait” with butterflies (fig 57 – souvenir sheet of Djibouti 2017).
Butterflies and moths, small, ephemeral, glittering with life and color - the artistic miniatures
of the living world, worthy to be both understood and admired.
The Author is ready to help for philatelists in creating of philatelic exhibits on butterflies and
insects. His address: Vladimir Kachan, street Kulibina 9-49, Minsk-52, BY-220052, Republic of
Belarus, E-mail: vladimirkachan@mail.ru
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By Joan Orr Commissioner and Accord Judge.
Back in 2016 I was asked to become the Australian Philatelic
Federation‟s Accord Judge to the American Philatelic Society‟s
131st Convention in Richmond VA. A four day show with dealers,
Postal Administrations and, of course, Exhibits.
The organizing committee kept me informed during the months leading
up to my trip; meanwhile I obtained four quality exhibits of 5 frames
each to take as Australia‟s contribution to the accord agreement.
The exhibition was held in the Greater Richmond Convention Centre which was a short walk
from the Marriott Downtown Hotel where most of the officials, including dealers were staying.
The US does not use bin rooms as we do, the exhibits are mounted into the already
erected frames as they arrive and the packaging and containers stored in a separate
room. The frames, having lift up perspex fronts held up with a rod, are easy to mount/
dismount. When done the lowered fronts are secured with three special security screws.
The majority of exhibits were mounted on the Wednesday 2nd August ready for judging
to start in earnest on the Thursday morning after a get to know the judges breakfast at
the hotel.
The Philatelic Exhibit Jury Tim Bartshe, Chief Judge, Ed Andrews, Ron Lesher Darrell
Ertzberger, Joan Orr, Rob Henak, Charles Verge, Yamil Kouri, Pat Walker and Steve Zwillinger.
The US have only recently used the point system and included the extra medal levels e.g.
silver bronze, large silver, large vermeil and large gold.
The Youth area was separate where their Champion of Champions were on display and
assessed.
Other activities were available for visiting children and young people. There were also several beginning
level presentations and on the Saturday a Boy Scout Stamp Collecting Merit Badge Workshop.
This ran for 6 hours in stages and was well attended, there were scouts in uniform from different
troops everywhere! I spoke to one young scout who was with his father and he said it was fun collecting
for his badge and he thought he would still collect once he had achieved his goal.
The whole show was held on the one level with dealers near the entrance and the exhibits at the
back. Along the side wall there were Society booths and I did manage to visit this area and speak
to an American Topical Association member as Thematics Queensland is a chapter member of
this association. They had covers for sale, however all had philatelic special postmarks.
There were queues every day to visit the US post office and buy the products issued for the
show. These stamps featured five pollinators – butterflies, honeybees and flowers. They also
produced a free personalised post card. The
other visiting postal administrations, United
Nations, Marshall Islands and Faroe Islands
also issued special stamps for the show, and the
American Philatelic Society sponsored covers in
connection with the special cancels for each day.
Editor’s Note: This is an extract from Joan’s report, reduced
to fit in this edition.
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EXHIBITION TIMETABLE
DATE

SHOW

TYPE

16—18
March

Canberra 2018

Half National
[see Advert]

Contact

CLOSING
DATE

darryl.fuller@home.netspeed.com.au

30/11/2017

2018
Web: http:// canberrastamps.org/Canberra-2018/
25-27
May

Half National
[see Advert]

Newcastle 2018

moore.john@optusnet.com.au

28/02/2018

Web: http:// newcastlephilatelicsociety.org
27-31
May

ISRAEL 2018

FIP
Limited Classes

philip levine [bullo9@hotmail.com]

15/11/2017

15—18
August

PRAGA 2018

FIP
Limited Classes

john_dibiase@yahoo.com

CLOSED

Web: http://www.praga2018.cz/en/praga-club/
21—24
September

FIAP

MACAU 2018

Stephen Browne [sji.browne@bigpond.com]

TBA

Web: http://www.macao2018.org.mo/eng/home.html

GEELONG 2018

NATIONAL
ONE-FRAME

Victorian Philatelic Council

TBA

ARMISTICE 2018

NEW ZEALAND
National

Ian McMahon [ian.mcmahon4@bigpond.com]

TBA

13 Oct
9 - 11
Nov

NOTE: Australian Entries must go through the Australian Commissioner
Web: http://www.armisticestampshow.com
28 Nov to
3 Dec

THAILAND 2018

WORLD
FIP

Sydney 2019

Multi-frame
National
Plus Challenge

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

2019
tba

SAPDAPEX 2017 Results
David Figg
Bernard Beston
Gary Brown
Murray Collins
Darryl Fuller
Murray Collins

Strike a Light
British Guiana Airmails
Postage Dues Union of South Africa
East Africa World War One
Caribbean Airmails
Kenya Uganda Tanganyika Postal Stationery

87
85
86
83
81
80

G
G
G
LV
LV
LV

G

APS Richmond Virginia
Jenny Bennett

Lord of the Arctic

89

David Collyer

Postal Charges on Airmail France-Australasia 1933-1993

85

G

Greg Jorgensen

Tonga 1984/5 Marine Life Definitive Set and Further Paintings

90

LG

Alma Downes

Windsor Castle (postcards)

77

V
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